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Depicting
change

Art can be a powerful catalyst for

and development within both the collective
and the individual human psyche. Riason
Naidoo, artist and education officer with the
Durban Art Gallery, writes from South Africa
When

the

Images of

Human

Art Gallery on International
it

was

billed in a national

at the Durban
December 1996,

Rights Poilfolio opened

Human

Rights Day. 10

newspaper

as the

most prestigious

local

arts

gathering of the year. This was not surprising considering the

line

up of events for the opening which included dance, poetry

reading and live music. The exhibition was opened by Albie Sachs.

and long-time anti-apartheid

Justice of the Constitutional Court

who gave

campaigner,

a sincere

and emotional speech

turned up

going on

the

Oliewenhuis Art Gallery

George VI Art Gallery
in

Pietermaritzburg.

in Port

was

Clause One of the

Simultaneous openings were

at the gallery that night.
at

that

— an estimated 500 people

greatly appreciated by the audience

in

Bloemfontein. the King

Elizabeth and the

Tathum Art Gallery

enough, that the new South African Constitution had been signed by

Mandela only

President Nelson

few hours before

a

who

Gradwell

Department

also interesting to note, and appropriate

It is

"Equality". This

The

portfolio contains twenty nine prints created by artists chosen by

Twenty seven

regional galleries.

prints

were commissioned

each for the twenty seven clauses of the Bill of Rights.
other prints, one
portfolio.

A

is

the frontispiece

Of the two

was organised

titled

to focus

her woodcut

by the King George VI Gallery

Two

of the Bill of Rights.

to

show

the

coming together of

all

after the

in the

new

try

the race groups in the country, the

forging of the rainbow nation, the forward

of the people

in

One South

African newspaper quoted Kaplan as saying that his idea was to

movement and

dispensation. Kaplan,

who

left

the

march

the country

1976 uprising and established himself as a graphic designer

and film maker

in the

UK. now works and

may

established

print, the

artist, lecturer

lives in Poil Elizabeth.

endpiece. was done by

an

and printmakcr from the Technikon Natal

Fine Arts Department. Jordaan's work
portfolio as he had handprinted
prints) free of charge

.Ian .lordaan.

and for

all

the

is

a fitting closure to the

works of

this contribution

art

(some 1628

he must be

Gradwell has represented these issues
frame around the central image of

is

also adequate representation from both

and urban areas. The images are impressive

rural

Bill

seventeen aspects

in all

which seem also

refer to the signs of the zodiac.

The

to

circle

can be interpreted as a unifying factor which
is

echoed by the

spiral in the

The

figures.

link

background

that

belween the two

central figures appear to be

male and female archetypes rather than
specific individual representations and can

therefore be read as a

comment on

the

universal relationship between the two.

seem

may

The

to be united in a gesture of love

not necessarily refer to marriage.
sacred, ritualistic feel that

emphasised by the

stylistic

is

and iconic

representation: the artist has further

accentuated the sacred

t|ualil>

by making

full

of techniques

use of the grainy quality that a woodcut can

in interpreting the different

clauses of the

provide to give the work an ancient and aged

of Rights. Participating

artists

include Azaria Mbatha. William

Andrew Verster, Thami Jali. Phillippa Hobbs. Vendant
Nanackchand and Dominic Thorburii to rumic hut a few.

Zulu,

woman

in the variety

and diversity of expression, as well as
and creative approaches

in their vitality

a

and a man holding hands. There are

that

have a strong academic backgroimd.

in

small icons arranged in a circle that forms a

The image has a

participating artists reflect the range and depth of art in South

others are self-taught; there

states that

conscience, belief, culture, language or birth.

The

artists

One

sexual orientation, age. disability, religion,

figures

some

uonian and man. The

the grounds of race, gender, sex, pregnancy,

commended.

Africa and while

Fair Deal

not be discriminated against on

forms another visual

The twenty-ninth

A

mainly on the

paragraph of Clause

people

\n

marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour,

for the

Norman Kaplan, who

frontispiece with the winning entry created by

Port Elizabeth to depict Clause

one

and one the endpiece of the

national relief print competition

incidentally had also been chosen

i.e.

third

is

University of Pretoria.

relationship between

The

of Rights

depicted by Margaret

a lecturer in the Fine

at the

has

artist

and seems

the opening.

is

Bill

is

look.

Gradwell

ancient

art

is

cleariy influenced by

forms and the symbolism

associated w

ill) llieiii.

Human

Rights
hm

Miirley's depiction of Clause Five of the

Bill

of Rights, "Slavery, servitude and forced

labour",

is

an interesting and unique

interpretation.

Scn-itude

The image

is like

the tide,

is

it

entitled

clumges. Marley

says that slavery and servitude are ongoing

problems

that are

always changing and

that

these evils have to be guarded against
constantly. His interpretation does not

succumb

one might

to the literal association

up but rather uses a poetic

readily conjure

analogy: a businessman

who seems

to

be

drowning. Marley employs the image of a

modem man

in a suit

and

demonstrate

tie to

servitude to a capitalist society that

is

obsessed with money. The businessman
seen as a slave to the society and

is

its

which he complies. The

pressures, with

head of the figure, normally associated with
Midividuality,

is

completely covered by a

helmet with ox-like horns, emphasising
blind conformity to the world in which he
lives.

The

artist

sees slavery, servitude and

forced labour as problems that are part of

our modern world and found
society.

Gibraltar
child.

He completed

Diploma

in

Fine Art

Technikon and

is

levels of

a National
at

Higher

Vaal Triangle

currently a lecturer

Free State Technikon

(top) Ian Marley, Servitude Is Like

Changes (Clause 5

at all

was bom m H)65 in
and came to South Africa as a

(M;irley

in

The

at

the

Bloemfontein.)

Tide,

of the Bill of Rights

It

"Freedom

from slavery, servitude and forced labour"), 1996,
51.6 X 35.5cm, woodcut
(below) Margaret Gradwell, A Fa/r Dea/ (Clause 1
of the Bill of Rights "Equality"), 1996, 34.5 x 30,4cm,

woodcut

Jonathan Comerford, Freedom of
Association (Clause 10 of the Bill of
Rights), 1996, 39.5 x 29.5cm, linocut

Comert'ord was chosen to depict

JciiKilhan

Clause Ten which

is

"Freedom of
two work.s

Uniilce the other

association'".

discussed this

is

a linocut (of the twenty nine

vsorks, nineteen are linocuts the rest being

woodcut or
image

is

Comerford's

relief etching).

immaculate

in its

technique and

who

presents a fine example to future artists
intend working in the
the

medium. Not only

is

image technically sound but the

composition

is

also satisfyingly secure being

based on the age old principles of balance

and

unity.

The image

is

centred on two pairs

of hands facing in opposite directions and
visually united

atthewnsis h\ bangles

(inspired b\ the artist\

own adornment

The upper pan of hands is shown in
clasp where both hands are tense in

)-

a fuiii

comparison

to the lower hands which are
more relaxed and seem to be more in an
embrace. This symbol of unity is surrounded

by human figures
people.

that represent a di\ersit\ ol

The whole image

is

united as one

sculptural piece and stands out boldly against
the background, like a

stamp on a blank

piece of paper (Comerford was born in

Cape Town in 1961 He graduated from the
Ruth Prowse School of Art and spent two
years in print workshops in Scotland before
returning to Cape Town to set up Hard
Ground Printmakers. His work is
.

represented

in

most major public collections

around South Africa.)

The Images of Human Rights
prints of "art for art's sake".

Portfolio
It is

more than an exhibition of

is

part of a greater art project

coordinated by Ainnesty International-South Africa, the Durban Art
Gallery and master printmaker Jan Jordaan along w

ith

\

olunteers

from related organisations such as Artists for Human Rights. A
portfolio of the twenty nine prints, in a limited edition of fifty, can be
bought for RIO 000. The money raised from the sale of portfolios
(monitored

in a trust

fund and accessed solely through Amnesty

International-South Africa) will be used to provide

human

rights

education primarily for the youth of South Africa.

To show

its

commitinent

to

human

rights

awareness the Durban Art

Gallery extended the exhibition's run until 16 February. With the
portfolio already being exhibited at the aforementioned galleries in

December 1996. it was also shown at the South African National
Cape Town, the Pretoria Art Museum, and the University
of Durban Westville Art Gallery on National Human Rights Day
(South Africa). 21 March 1997. The portfolio will also be exhibited
at the Rhodes University Annex Gallery as part of the Standard Bank
National Arts Festival in Grahamstown in July and thereafter
displayed at the Albany Museum, also in Grahamstown. Such w ide
Gallery in

showing of the portfolio clearly demonstrates the support of
visual arts

community

to the

improvement of human

the

rights in

South

Africa.

This exhibition of black and white images
evocative.

It

reveals the potential and the

nicating tool in the world.

is

indeed powerful and

power of art

as a

The Images of Human Rights

a testament to the goodwill of the

human

spirit.

Il

commu-

Portfolio

is

augurs well for

the arts in South Africa.

Note:

The

internet

Human

Rights Porllolio exhibition can be viewed on the

on the Durban Art Gallery website

at:

hltp://durbanel. a/tec. CO. /;i/exhib/dag/hr

People interested
Gallerv: Tel (0.^1

in
)

buying a portfolio can contact the Durban Art

.^00 62.16

Fax

(0.11

)

.100 6.1.10

structures replace pole and

Derek Muggins,
owner and director
of Gallery Delta,

looks at the developments
over time and the works of

who

a group of painters

way
Zimbabwe

are finding their

forward

in

dagga huts

in the veld,

as settlements and growth points emerge, as the

wild places become the weekend playgrounds of the

from around the world. And along with

rich

it

all

the people absorb into their culture, while

maintaining their tradition, that which they will and

what

useful to

is

And

survive.

if

them and what they must

to

there be perception and sensibility

artist must reflect these changes.
West who have an interest in

and honesty the

Those

in the

contemporary

art in

change even

this

Africa

Africa should be receptive to
it

infringes

Old Africa

the

...

if

...

the

upon

their vision of

Dark Continent

...

cross
Reviewing

Changing Directions

the exhibition

in

June 1996. Andrew Whaley used the phrase "At

He

Crossroads'".

interpreted this as

meaning

that

the artists were themselves changing in their
directions rather than that the roads they have

chosen are changing the direction of

Zimbabwe. When contemplating

a

this year.

for a

artists

Crossroads seemed relevant and

appropriate

still,

for a

which,

if

Africa

is in

change.

number of reasons

Zimbabwe

is in

...

not lost but undergoing change

is

good and
initially

undergone change and

to be lasting, has

always

with suspicion and reserve

and even rejection.

The

change.

of the Crossroads Exhibition are central

artists

to this present critical juncture. All of

now

them,

aged between about 28 and 33 years, grew up and

were schooled

in part

and war

during colonialism,

in their

knew

all

younger years and

all

experienced the excitement of Independence from

product of change and their

colonial rule while at an impressionable age. All

work

change and there

at

must have had the dreams and aspirations that went
with that moment of Independence and all, no

is

doubt, learned that the struggle for them

reflects

is

conflict

inevitable and undeniable, but the pace of

change, with a new peace throughout the
southern African region, has quickened.

Economic

progress, modernisation and

development accelerate and with such the
elements of opportunity and chance increase and
with them the probability for difference grows

accordingly and

some

traditional

conflicts are inevitable.

We

and cultural

are victim or

beneficiary of those changes. Old boundaries are

pushed back with the

effects of education,

communications networks and information
technology. There

is

settlement in virgin lands as

the eradication of the tsetse fly

becomes complete

and suddenly there are too many elephant
inhospitable

Zambezi Valley which

hospitable to settlers. There

subscribe to a cash
to live rather than to

farming and
foreign media on
insistent

economy and
The

barter.
all

old Africa

may
is

is

now

is

all

was

to

art

foundation training against a high density urban

education

this

was, as compared to a four year university degree in
other countries,
past.

The

it

initial

was an improvement over
young artists is,

the

training of

however, just part of a process. Not

all

finish the

Meque, for example, after about
Workshop was expelled for a

course. Luis
at the

BAT

misdemeanour. They are students and they
students and their

work

is

As

it

finish as

in the after-school

vacuum without means of income
form of

a year

student quality, and the

danger of them foundering,

state/public funding for

or access to any

art. is

immense.

happened, some students found their way into

commercial

art

and advertising,

houses as

illustrators,

money

managed

to find their

to earn

obtained a basic

background. Rudimentary though

a need to

penetration by the

channels of communication

and the influence of the world ever

Harare

that

is

in the

continue. Further,

into publishing

some failed and a few
way as fine artists.

be dependent on subsistence

increases and along with
visitors.

good

is

artists are the

between the old and the new and thus we are
crossroads. That there is always change

is

it

been regarded

conflict

These

which

its art

as surely as art has always

art in

title

follow-up exhibition by the same group of

and

it

the influx of foreign

a fast growing city with

all

bring, and all the evils also.

vanishing as inroads are

the terrain, as the land

is

made

the

From

the early days of Gallery Delta, one of our

projects has been to hold annually, in the

new year

of every year, a Students" and Young Artists"
Exhibition. This meant searching out and attracfing
the young, scrutinising their work,

showing

the best

The

and most promising, and

into

most talented and challenging and involving them
further. Initially, the young were mainly whites

fenced, as brick-built

thereafter, singling out the

who had committed
education

themselves

in universities

to ail

and polytechnics

in

South Africa or overseas, or those who.
unable for lack of funds, were

still

involved

Given a decade however, towards

locally.

Young

the mid-eighties, these Students" and

were dominated by

Artists' Exhibitions

young black African
Helen Lieros

Gutsa's Utonga

at

and Craft Centre

drawn from
Tapfuma

Tafara. froin Paul

BAT Workshop

the

artists

College, from

at Ilsa

And

was from

it

at

Bulawayo which

in

Stephen Williams was managing
lime.

Wade

and from Mzilikazi Art

at that

semblance and vision of the future of
contemporary black African visual
graphics and painting

—

some

matrix that

this

in the

art

—

country

could begin to be discerned.

One of the
some faith

young painters we placed
was Fungai Makamanzi but he

early
in

opted for a commercially oriented career and

was

lost to us.

Muringai was another

Iki

Richard Witikani. Luis Meque. Keston
Beaton. Crispen Matekenya Ishmael

Wilfred and George Churu were members of
the

BAT Workshop contingent
who

eighties

in the late

participated in these

seemed to be a good crop
The works were mainly

exhibitions. There
at that

time.

graphics but a painting by Richard Witikani
is

recaWed.Washing Line,

predominantly

in

orange and red. and a mental note was made
that here

was

a painter to be.

however, to Luis Meque.

It

was

who was down and

out having been expelled from the

BAT

Workshop, who came one day and while
viewing his most recent work on the lloor of
the gallery courtyard at Robert

Road,

painter.

work.

1

Go

I

you

...

people

and work and play

in the streets,

markets.

...

on the buses,

And come back

Returning

at

in

ings.

It

was

promote Luis Meque up

group exhibitions of increasing

standard and this

Il

home,
in the

two months"

hundreds of sketches and draw

the scale into

at

work,

due lime he produced

in

the sign to begin to

of

in all attitudes

standing, walking,

and drinking,

silting, lying, eating

lime.""

to

and draw anything and everything

that interests
life

Mugabe

was given to say, "You are a
can help you if you are prepared

that

we began

in

1990.

lakes three to five and possibly seven

grow out an

years to
for

them

artist after studies;

time

to find themselves, to find a visual

skill and proficiency to
malch and have them gain some recognition
and acceptance. It is a slow and patient

language and a

endeavour which

entails frequent contact,

scrutiny and selection of the best work,
critical analysis, exhibition proniolioii

and

exposure and indeed financial support by

way of

loans or ad%anccs or other

means

ol

bridging finance during the Irequeiil times

when
Luis

Meque

at Gallery Delta

(photograph courtesy Galerie Munsterland)

crisis.

there are no sales to pro\ ide lor the oft
It is

a labour and severely tries the

resources of an unsubsidised private gallery.

Luis Meque. perhaps because of his despair

and frustration and bcuig on the

streets ot

Mufakosc. accepted gladly the challenges

were offered and vsorked very hard.

wIiIlIi

most of

In his early paintings

his subject

matter was taken from Mufakose and the

of Harare. In a sense he continued

streets

where Kingsley Sambo had terminated a
decade before, using the same subject matter
but in different

way and invoking

with

it

more mood,

feeling, atmospherics

expression.

He was

and

to enjoy success,

even

when he was still
himself and a way forward.

with his early paintings
trying to find

Des Gibson collected a few of these from
The Other Side at our old space where they
were exhibited

December

Summer Show

in the

The

1990.

of

effect of this was.

I

Meque and the other
who were observing

think, cyclonic for Luis

young

of his

artists

ilk

They suddenly realised
was a chance for the

his progress intently.

and took

faith that there

painters

no matter how

forward

...

Shona Sculptors
a

way
become

difficult the

they did not have to
to survive.

think this

I

was

major turning point, the beginning of a

revolution for the black painters.

But these were
process

From

out.

commenced

—

Young

shows

entitled initially

about 5 into

— one or two

New

Directions in

Zimbabwe to
which we brought Luis Meque

and a few of

in

I

his select contemporaries.

and then

led to Different Directions

Changing Directions and. in
Crossroads; promoting them
because of their
intent.

And

we

Artists' Exhibitions,

a series of

Contemporary African Art

These

the

in

grow up and

to

early 1992. in addition to the

Students" and

a year

early times

still

everything had

...

turn, to

group

as a

common background

into these shows,

the Students' Exhibitions,

and

growing out of

came Fasoni

Sibanda and Hillary Kashiri out of the

BAT

Workshop during the early nineties, as well
as the likes of Cosmos Shiridzinomwa and
Tendai

Gumbo who

Ishmael Wilfred, Bearing the Offering, 1997, 110 x 110cm, mixed media

trained at the Harare

Polytechnic also during the nineties.
(left)

Stemming from

this series of exhibitions,

were able on merit and standard
Luis

Meque

into our

Prominent

we

to elevate

Artists'

Exhibitions, another annual, and at the

Raschke-Stuwe of the

selection of Ingrid

Galerie Munsterland

Germany,

at

Emsdetten.

into an international exhibition

and subsequently,

to offer

him and Richard

Witikani one-man exhibitions.

Crossroads, shown
is

Gallery Delta in April,

at

the latest in the series of exhibitions of the

work of this group of

painters

—

the product

and culmination of almost a decade. What
of
all

it?

Has

it

been worth the effort? Does

stand the test?

Is

different, involving

it

valid?

Is

it

and invoking change?

George Churu and Ishmael Wilfred take
prime space. Ishmael Wilfred, who was
slow

to

evolve his

own

particular

distinctive visual language,

works whose

titles

the

and

shows

three

— The Desperate

Cannibals. Monsters and Bearing the
Offering

—

it

new and

speak for themselves.

He

is

George Churu, Waiting For Decision, 1997, 102 x 81cm, mixed media
George Churu, The Landlord, 1997, 101 x 65cm, mixed media

(right)

immersed,

imaginings and feelings,

in his

in

spiritualistic,

Mahufe shows us

.Shepherd

growth point

the nether world, the realm of the

at

Harare towards

of the dominions and

the

life in

Juru on the road out of

Murewa where

he

is

principalities that are ditTiciilt, particularly

normally resident and which has become

as an African, to speak about and to depict

characteristic of his work.

because they are the reserve of the secret

inexplicably rendered deaf and inute

and

society, the witchdoctor, of superstition

charin and curse and fetish, as old as the

rite,

black peoples of Africa and invoking

much

Shepherd,

Gweru. He

is

able to sign, and read and

and popular personality

His

concealed from Western eyes.

within a strong and muscular frame

courageously, he gives image to them,

yellows and greens and reds,

in

a cheerful

is

— and

a self-

the leader and hero of a deaf

is

community based

dreams and

he flnancially supports

an effort to rid himself of their

at

Juru which, no doubt,

and as explanation of the

it is

He

simply gets on and does.

ihc Offering, his largest painting so far,

experiment with everything.

work

in its strength

bold colours, and

and

its

and

his

own

a

is

personal crossroads.

contrast,

art

An

at

anecdote from his times

George Churn's works,

futuristic vision

substitute for glaze

of dwellings with arches inhabited by people

and exotic clothing looking out on an

— implies

that

—

Vi'aUing for a Decision

bureaucracy never changes.

and ceramics.
Helen Lieros"

had fashioned some hollow busts

dry had painted them with

seem to reflect a
of an Africa beyond 2000,

African landscape

good

is

when

with mask-like faces from clay and

several in oil on canvas,

in rich

He

...

he

and

will try

has turned his hand to weld

studio: he

By extreme

...

with graphics, particularly the woodcut, and

and rhythms

about sacrifice

is

has never

never mentioned or acted upon

misfortune which has befallen him. Bearing

splendid

He

in part.

sought sympathy because of his disability

mystery, their domination and fearful
qualities

— he

plays rugby and has represented his country

in

purging analysis of these real fonns of his
in

in

write and to cotnmunicate amazingly well.

of tradition and custom that has been

But

the

at

age of four, attended a special school

PVA

as a

and then disappeared
Given some time there was an

the yard.

to

explosion. Shepherd appeared before his
tutor looking disappointed.

When

asked

what had happened he shrugged and made a

His Landlord, an imposing, stem and

face and gesture of bewildered hopelessness

totemic figure juxtaposed against modern

with his hands and, exhaling

housing, predominantly in blues, which

"pauff sound.

climbs a hillside and

dustbin, loaded

architecture,

seems

of an unusual

is

to anticipate

an

all.

overcrowded, polluted and grim future. He

must be speaking out of

Woman

Divorced

exaggerated.

seems

to

is

as a

real experience.

mask

that has

been

distorted and cubistic.

It is

His

It

He

lost

He had
it

air,

made

with paper and set

most of

a

put his treasures in a

his

fire to

work but some

survived and the resultant fiery

ainalgamation and crusting effects of the
paint

were unique. He has now become

known

as a painter In depicting the

life

and

surrounds of a growth point he works

have come naturally and

We

have seen

spontaneously and not as an afterthought or

through themes

copy of Picasso who borrowed from

people crossing the road, uniformed children

the

African mask. George has himself been

Good

divorced.

with graphics, particularly

woodcut, he accelerated

new

direction in about

1

own change and

his

994 by

the use of

in series.

on their way to school, water-carriers,

abandoned and

derelict vehicles

— old

Chevies. Morris Minors and Fords and

Mercs

— and

the landscape of the

collage; taking scraps from coloured pages

surrounding rural area with granite gonio

of magazines and arranging and sticking

and bush and brick-built dwelling.

them

into

forms

in his

painted them out.

The

sketch book. Later he
results

feeling with diagonal and
lines

and strokes

full

of tension. His search

for subject matter takes

also and he

is

had a surreal

sweeping angular

him

to the landscape

exceptional imaginative compositions of

the hut

and the odd

hills

which may include

George Churu.

figure.

he turns his attention to ihc

local butcher, a big

and bearded

man complete with traditional Western
striped apron who .stands to his electricdriven cutting machine over a side of beef

capable of producing

rocks and veld and

In this exhibition

nameless

There

is

no doubt

that the figure

which

dominates against the yellow background
a real person, a character

small and slight of stature with perpetual

would be

charm and ready

sought out. The feeling exists that

He

is

smile,

the leader of his

is

a progressive.

own

church.

He

prospects for gold too, and has pegged a

claim and
for a

is

mining ore but

still

searching

good seam with enough pennyweights

to ensure viability. Art is a

but so

is

game of chance

gold mining, as he has discovered

in this last

season of phenomenal rains and

butcher
as

was

easily found and identifiable

is

as

the

imponant

postman

to

to ShephertI Maluilc

painting of the butcher's a.ssistant

back

lazily

further by a

leans

still life

of a hanging side of

beef which inevitably recalls Soutine.

Would Mahufe know

transformed into picks and

who

while weighing out steaks and

says Helen Lieros. "I often talk

his art is

It.^-™^

reinforces this interest in the butchery with a

laugh, and something of what he earns

from

if

this

Van Gogh. He

flooded mine shafts. But he continues to

shovels.

is

from Juru who

to

my

students.

favourites.

his work'.'

Soutine

is

"Probably."
art history

one of

my

But Shepherd's question always

Shepherd Mahufe, Butchery, 1997,
117 X 83cm, mixed media

George Churu, Divorced Woman, 1997,
approx. 55 x 45cm, mixed media

(above right) Shepherd
Mahufe, Beef, 1997, 44 x 36cm

mixed media
Shepherd Mahufe,

(right)

Butcher, 1997, approx.
50 X 45cm, mixed media

Why

wiis

we need

dii

work of dead

By

know about the
What about now?"

to

artists'

The

contrast, the painter undertakes

Wcihling. oil on canvas, as alternative
subject matter and here

happv couple

the

by

are confronted

Between

the reception hall.

groom,

we

Western apparel outside

in

the bride and

background among the

in the

attending crowd, are two

ominous and

dampen the
make us wonder

ghoul-like faces which rather

of the occasion and

spirit

w hether the painter approves of matrimony.
He is unmarried. But in an accompanying
works on paper there

pair of smaller

luippiness as the couple dance their
hill

and these have

...

all

is

way up

a

charm and

the

from eastern

feeling of post-impressionism

Europe.

Now

to turn to

Richard Witikani

show

mipressive solo

Country

entitled

BAT Workshop

.After leaving the

had pursued

Drawing from

— the people around him,

oil

translated

on board

them

his family

fellow workers

members and neighbours and

— he

and canvas and

into oil

He continued

small format.

in

Life.

Richard

while earning a

his artistic quest

living decorating ceramics.
life

who

had an

recently, in February this year,

with his graphics also by means of mono-

people

prints, depicting the
at

nearby Ruwa.

at

and other

the stores, waiting for the buses

forms of human

activity.

Within the

last

year or two he has taken, with great success,
to

opening out on a wider and broader

format his painting of the rural countryside

Richard Witikani, Suzen, 1997, 89 x 70cm,

oil

on paper

and

people. In the odd past

its

—

work

for

example. Reading the Newspaper, there
hint of

Cezanne, and

the exotic fervour of Gauguin, and

a

when

work of these painters
confirmed that he was an admirer of
Ce/.unne but knew nothing of Gauguin.
Richard is tall and good looking, of sober
asked

Fasoni Sibanda, Gambling, 1997, 82 x 93cm, mixed media

knew

is

in others a flavour of

if

he

the

and responsible habit and
have come

and

to

know

is

married.

his wife.

his children, his friends

We

Amai Dudzai,

and fellow

workers including James The Potter.
through his paintings.

He

has the ability to

imbue what might be regarded by many as
ordinary people involved in

mundane

activities with a special sense

i.-'i

stature

and

capture them for posterity. Helen Lieros
talks of his unerring sense of

with enthusiasm.
this exhibition,
late.

The

one of

three,

Richard Witikani has

composition

work of his on

best

is

Of

Suzen.

left his

job

at the

pottery and seeks a small-holding in rural

Goromonzi

to

grow crops and

to

work

as a

professional painter.

\\\o olhLM artists uitlim the grouping

lasoni Sibanda and Hillary
the youngest, both

were

at the

nineties

—

Kashiri — are

aged about 2S years, and

BAT Workshop during

when Martin van

the early

der Spuy and Kate

Raath were teaching there. Both were born
and bred and educated w ithin Greater Harare
and they are city boys to all intents and
purposes. Fasoni has been resident

in ,Scke

—
centre — and from where he has

the huge sprawhng high
some twenty kilometres south

and Chitungwiza
density areas

of the city

and content for

tal<en subject

his

work

...

"^

people carrying wood, the Seke market

>

stalls, people walking through the houselined streets in the dusk who often appear

anonymous and

He

lonely.

gifted with an

is

unusual and subtle colour sense

— pale

yellow and blue and pink hues within the

background, and stronger and darker colours
to effect shade in the foreground as he
juxtaposes one against the other, working

method

against the light. His

invigorate

it

is

quick, using

and

to structure his painting

broad strokes

to

with spontaneous markings.

work on this exhibition is his
Gamhling which depicts a game of
pool and it is good for its unusual
perspective and structure in the background

The

best of his

painting

and the intensity of the concentration of the
player in the foreground which travels
through his arm to the extended and braced

which he

finger on

about to

is

rest his cue.

was his painting of
Zengenza 4 Market which won him the
overall award for the best painter in 1994
and which illustrates admirably his contre
jour method of painting. Fasoni Sibanda is

Memorable

too.

— drawings

gifted also with his line

— which

and ink

is

He shows

tension.

vigorous and
in his

in

full

pen

of

nervous manner

the sensitivity of the artist and feels the
financial pressure of

acutely

...

modern

living in Harare

and his old yellow Volkswagen

He

has had to go.

seeks to establish a

screen-printing concern for T-shirts to

suppleiuent his income

do well

if

at

which he would

he was able to obtain the capital.

Hillary Kashiri increasingly turns to the

landscape

—

to

broad areas of yellow

savannah and the rocks and kopjes

He moves away from

inspiration.

commentary seen

—

for his

the social

example Going

in for

to

Work, a past painting. Hillary made a

awareness of space,

breakthrough

in his

structure and

volume triggered by

when attending
Cape Town in 199.'S.

experience of land and sea

Thupelo workshop

He works

acrylics

and uses his brush

in

a

on canvas or thick paper
in deft

and nervous

Ruwa, 1997, 56 x 76cm, acrylic
(above) Hillary Kashiri, Epworth, 1997, 20 x 24cm, acrylic

(top) Hillary Kashiri, After

dabbing gestures alternated by sweeping
strokes to effect seiui-abstract paintings with

good and harmonious use of
but

is

striking colours

adept too in using the figure, the form

of which he begins to break up into
abstraction as in Reunion I and Reunion 2 in
a

previous show.

attitude to his

He

thoughtful

is

work and

in his

deliberate in his

application of the paint, leaving less to

chance and

effect.

He

is tall

and lean

in

physique with a bespectacled and studious
look; he

is

well educated and possesses

natural and genial charm. His painting After

Ruwa on
clarity

of

this
its

exhibition

is

notable for the

colour and the the use of space

to effect the feeling of the

grasslands to which so

expanse of the

many respond

for

its

emptiness and vastness. His other paintings

— Epworth and Domboshawa —
mood

also.

reflect this
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The

and most senior member of

eldest

core group under discussion

tlie

Luis Meque.

is

whose origins are Tete and Beira
Mozambique and who was part of the

the painter
in

diaspora caused by the

sought refuge

in

civil

war and who

Zimbabwe during

the mid-

He was able to integrate into
Zimbabwean society, obtain brief foundation
eighties.

BAT Workshop,

art training at the

rejection and thereafter

become

inspiration and pivotal figure

leader in a

new

was

did

in

Zimbabwe.

in the

space of a few years

language that

to create a visual

up. through the people

and

and undisputed

era of contemporary black

African painting

What Meque

suffer

the

and

and about the

attitudes, life in

summed

their activities
city, better

and more completely than any others before

He

him.

said once,

Gelling:

"I

paint black.

am
"

when

black.

Given

to

talking to

Adda

And I

think black.

I

speaking

about

little

work and shunning interviews this was
revealing. In his early work he would use
the figure in the foreground against a row of
his

shanty houses or a landscape but as time

passed he simplified the form by enlarging

them

the figures and allowing

dominate

to

and then as time progressed

the painting

He came

iiiuilmalise them.

to this

the larger format, the big brush

to

by use of

and

his

inherent intent to apply the paint with quick,

spontaneous gestures after looking long and
hard, and through his desire to gradually

move
city

liiwards abstraction. Tliere

is

hardly a

scene which has not met his .scrutiny

and he has taken us over the years from the

Midakose

streets

and

their poverty to nights

out with the boys in the restaurants and bars

and clubs and tlesh-pots of the inner

city.

His one-man exhibition Life on the Line
1

9% said much of this.

in

Other painters

seeking to emulate him and working from
sunilar subject find

it

able to imbue his

mood and

render the

difficult to

sante content as elfectively as

Meque who

is

work with expression,

atmospheric.

Somehow Meque

has been there before them. But

in this

exhibition Crossroads, while preparing for a

forthcoming solo show, he exhibits only

tew small works under the
Scries, painted

not rellect

him

title

a

Friends

on magazine pages, which do
at his mo.st

impressive.

Luis Meque, Friends Series, 1997, 23 x 16cm, mixed media
Also show ing within

this exhibition are

Cosmos Shirid/inomwa. Tendai
Gumbo and Justin Gope and sculptures by
paintings by

Crispen Matekenya. Semina Mpofu. Keston
Beaton, Albert Wachi and Slanle\

And what do

Mapfnmo.

the observers and the critics

say? Margaret Garlakc, a London-based
critic in for a fleeting visit, said that

huge leap forward

in a short

contcmporarN painting

in

it

art

was

a

period for

Zniibabwe and

given twenty years these painters and
paintings will be of tremendous importance.

Steve Fuller, an F.nglishman

12

/nnbabwe

who worked

lor three or four vears

and

in

\\

;itched

v\

ith interest

the

gmv\

of these

th

The

group.

continues to be excited. His

paiiileis.

important

more

pertinent obser\;ition: the paintings are

first

always the most

are

and these are the

...

anonymity of

of a new

first

expression which continues to develop.

signed his

who

the crallsman

name

never

growth of the

to the

indi\ idual.

concerned with surface than with depth. His

compare

reaction: don't bother to

glory
the

what

in

is

comparison

—

those of us

work

this

with that of the West; far rather enjoy

and

it

happening. His point about
to the

West

refreshing for

is

— who, stemming

the whites

from a Western tradition find

difficult not

it

young

for these

It is

way

undertake,

need be looked

Zimbabwe because

sanction

wish for

and seek

interest

its

— Africa "93 and

of

all

must take stock of where we are
and work

have

to

in

do

its

We

that.

— we

live

we must do what we
we are able with that

Africa and

as best as

They

at also.

tendency

is

is

and

well,

make

expressionism

are leaders.

doing

in

it

the

all

so. they

and

theirs to do,

is

means
must

do

to

We

from the West.

We

Certainly, these

young black

are different

in their turn,

painters are

being theinselves and revelling

We

have looked

se\en core young black

at

What do

painters.

they add up

and cultural terms'? At which

Crossroads are

aroimd them. Luis Meque: "/
think black.

And

looking

Western

hUick.

iiiii

hhick."

I pciiiU

He

I

resists

book because he

matter?

We know

borrowed from

that the posl-inipressionists

the Japanese and that Picasso and his

effect

cubism and

that these are
if

to

accepted

black African

way into what is for them
and Africa a new way? They are engaged
and may come out with some different
solutions and some new ways.
They

in the life

similar manner.
it

we now?

beings, in their Africanncss, and in the

discovery of subject and content

be so. does

this

artists find their

to in artistic

in their

Europe and finding

same or

without challenge. So what

their contribution to others.

Zimbabwean

must be ourselves.

confronted the

contemporaries borrowed from Africa

it

which we have around us and not look over
our shoulder to the West.

in

solutions in the

Should

art in

they are African, because

because

their time,

because they have

that

exponents of post-impressionism and

that

their challenge, theirs is the future of

contemporary African visual

it

problems and challenges

work, other issues

in their

quest as painters to record the

in their

around them, they are encountering and
meeting the same and similar artistic
life

with courage and to maintain their

This

to

new

honesty, sincerity and integrity, and

compare because of our culture and the
ine\ itable draw of the metropolis and the

to

And

painters to accept

greater responsibility in furthering the

Pip Curling,

in a

Crossroads Exhibition that the young

he kninvii

will ".siiivly

in the

are black Africans

and despite a

hundred years of colonial influence they

recent article, says of this
artists

future as the

and which,

retain their Africanness

event,

makes

their

work

different

may be

any

in

—

the

School of Harare" Is it a school? The
painters themselves have not made any

subject and content

but he has travelled.

endeavour

continent away. That there will be those

who

into statement or manifesto or to vocalise

at a

art

.

does not want to open himself to influence

And Shepherd Mahufe
why he needs know anything

questions

of dead Western painters. Frankly, they
don't care.

The

identification

appreciation in their

work of

contemporary Africa

life in

and

denominators

the truth of the

is

being

recognised and they are being
enthusiastically collected

of

all

walks of

life,

and discerning

With

by resident whites

as well as by expatriates

and

visitors

collectors.

the help of the art institutions

National Gallery and

its

While there

such.

—

the

BAT Workshop,

Ilsa

in the

background and

antecedents, region,

— and Gallery

work
has been exhibited regularly in the Annual
Exhibition of the National Gallery where
Luis Meque, Fasoni Sibanda and Ishmael
and

to develop. Their

'authentic'

The grouping has been highly

self determination.

form of expression and has evohed. post

been influence

studies, through the life the artists

which

as regards the actual choice of subject

needed

to see if the

themselves wish

to coin a

name and
them

if

as a

group or a school.

What

1

tend to see and feel, and

may be an
is that we

it

interesting but difficult discourse,
are experiencing in

Zimbabwe

African post-impressionist and the

beginnings of an expressionist period

m

foilfid

contemporary modern-

The whole process has been

in the

Western

It is

home

the past ten years with

more fortunate young
stemming from a similar background

readiness to record

expression

is

it

it.

and

tradition,

their

and by

need and

to ready sales.

geared

Instead, their painting

is

bold

— not

and fearless

artists,

openly political but perhaps indirectly so as

to study outside the country, in

a

colour and content

commentary on poverty and

Canada and Bulgaria for example. In my
opinion they more than hold their own and
have, in fact, gained by remaining at home

society.

and now are the known and confirmed

from the

leaders in contemporary African painting in

with

and the founder members of a

in

and

is

It

looks closely

spirited

to a turning

its

to chief

at life

the

ills in

our

around them

and expressive. This amounts

away from

traditional

the old to the new,

system of

is

that black

start

—

this

some of

the

forties

atler a

Cyrene

and

fifties,

the

Workshop School

— has come

of the sixties

African

Zimbabwe,

in

Mzilikazi School and the

into

its

own.

In

us can exhale a deep and

thankful sigh of relief and take pleasure in
the

The

new and
fact

is

different.

that black

African painting

is

now

legitimate and worthy

with a future

If there

established as a

means of expression

life.

has been influence

their training

it

and experience

comes from
in

they can look with the eye of an

Western

in

has never been stronger, never

been better and

neither slick nor amateur,
is it

certain

is

Zimbabwe

Their manner of

neither Western nor idyllic, nor

What

Mission School of the

painting. This

those seemingly

the country

situation.

in a

slow and torturous

their situation within

experienced painters. Their visual language

who were

day

own way

contemporary painting

a black

nearly ten

some extending over a period of
years, and which makes them

Zimbabwe over

their

and

one of attempt and gradual growth and

process, for

in

that

content and expression the artists have

is

new and more acute awareness among the
young painters of the life around them and

their careers at

assessment of

seen to be good and exhibited, but

Perhaps more time

a

compare

is

There has inevitably

in the

experience and the exhibition process.

and painting

almost

being and will be emulated by others.

certain,

educate and failing to recognise the right of

selective for

highly competitive learning and exhibition

interesting to

is

and are

...

same accusations which were

puiposes of encouraging standards and a

painter Theirs has been a concentrated,

is

and without influence,

levelled at the colonialists, those of failing to

successive years, the overall award for best

in

art. to

should continue to be

guilty of the

style.

comes about by means of a
peaceful situation and economic growth, by
formal tuition in the basics of good drawing

Wilfred have each won, and

that Africa

continuing experiment.

enable a few young painters to practise a

fine art career

subscribe only to the old African

view

but they are out of their time

Delta, sufficient

support and encouragement has been found
to

a

master nor do they practise the same

the future does in fact determine

nineties

is

working under the influence of a single

was

course under the

the

studies, they are not

artists

to establish a fine art

who

some common

are

College and the Harare Polytechnic which

leadership of Pip Curling during the early

and work

to define their thinking

universal but the

view, the approach and the colour

observing

tradition, but they see with the

of an African

—

artist in the

eye

in Africa.

tribal etiquette

referral to kraal head, to sub-chief,

and down again, and from the
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Following up on the interest generated by Africa '95, the School
of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) at the University of

London mounted an exhibition of prints, drawings and sculpture
from southern Africa and Nigeria earlier this year.
(above) David Koloane,
Untitled drawing, 1995,
70 X 100cm, pencil on

paper
Marlene Dumas,
Magdelena XII, 1996,
125 X 71cm, ink on paper

(right)

Bruce Onobrakpeya,
Orhare Orise (Spirit Well),
1985-88, 69 X 23cm,
plastograph

(left)

mmmm

(next page)

Deborah

A Rake's Progress
series of

8),

Bell,

(1

of a

1996, etching

mmmm
taf

"This

is

not to deny change

"Young artists in a new nation, that is what
we are! We must grow with the new Nigeria
and work to satisfi her traditional love for

and

development: that would he worse than
silly:

hut rather to insist that past

and

same story, that it is a
and gain, of innovation within
traditions of practice and oj new

present belong in the
story of loss
existing

"/

hope

thai the ideii of an 'authentic'

African art unsullied hy contact with other
cultures can finally he laid to rest as African

sufficiently well

context. Artists

everywhere

work becomes
create

its

own

own

ami their
known to

mtists deveUtp their

voice

have always borrowed from anywhere thcx
can find inspiration: the question is whether
the art stands for itself not whether the

imagery

4

is

related to forms that resemble

ways of art making. Of course, the
relatiimship between past and present

art or perish with our colonial past

...

This

is

our age of enquiries and reassessment of our
cultural values. This is our renaissance era!

Our society calls for a synthesis of old
and new. of functional art and art for its own
...

stike ..."

will

from place lo place as a function of
complex inlcrworking elements. These will

UcheOkeke(1960)

differ

include the substance of the traditioits of the
jHisl.

their institutional bases, the luiture

and expectations of local patronage,

the

adaptability of an older tradition, the
willingness of artists to experiment, anti so
on and so lorth: and all this in the I^Mh luul
2l)th centuries within

further contexts oJ

"

Techniques arc Just one side oj the

Prints have the capacity to reach

people.

nicillcr

many

Therefine the ideas conveyed

them become very quickly dispersed.

in
I

have

draw attention to inir
mxlhs. legemls and history, and to present,
used the prints

in visual fnins.

pliilosopliics

to

our time-honoured
to comment on current

and

those found in other cultiire\."

oppression iuul appropriation."

problems."

Robert Loder

John Picton

Bruce Onobrakpeya (1985)

age
orm
Some

quotes from

"//; a recently published account David
Koloane writes about the tragedy of South
African politics and the violence it had

the catalogue to

unleashed. The rabid dog as predator

'is

in

essence the personification of unleashed
terror and destruction which plagues the

Image and Form

communities

Yet in discussions with

'.

me

about the same subject matter at various
times over the past couple of years, he has

selected by Gallery.

spoken of dogs in other ways also. The
townships were indeed plagued with stray
dogs: but sometimes you could tame one of

"Many of the

John Muafangejo. have

developed Mbatha 's use of registers, and of
livelv ensembles of stylised figures.
Typically they employ black figures on a
white ground, with linear detail cut

"A new breed of artists has been emerging
from the community art centres. A

and

distinguishing factor between them

older generation

is

that they are bolder in

their creative expression

educated.

and

Their expression

uncompromising and
most feelings

—

;';

the

better

is in

most cases

reflects their inner-

does not merely

reflect

the environment as their predecessors

'

work

read as white

lines.

away

The
it would become your pet.
image of the dog could be construed as an
image of terror and violence: yet it could
also remind you of some of the fonder
memories of township life. Then again, dogs

them and

including one of the

artists,

first to qualify.

to

The prints have a

could roam at

Unlike black South

will.

Africans, dogs

had a freedom

they did not

'readable' narrative qucdity, well suited to

have: and yet dogs might well get rim over

the biblical stories they so often represent.

b\ passing motor vehicles. They too were

Similar elements in the prints of other artists

subject to the

may

Dogs,

tell

another

tale,

the story of

same violence as people.

like people,

could be the victims of
perpetrators.

As an

suppression under apartheid. The black-

brutality as well as

and-white linocut has had an important

index of the complexity of interpretive issues
involved in image making in that coimtry, as

didactic role in South Africa, not only in
religious prints, but as a social vehicle in the

its

indeed throughout the continent,

"

did.

Years of tin- liberation struggle.

David Koloane (1989)

Elizabeth Rankin

John Picton

fitting

it

provides

conclusion to this essay."

Li
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Margaret Garlake writes a

Among

the exhibits in

brief

review of Image and Form

Image and Form was Reinata Sadhimba's

Robert, a substantial clay figurine. Precariously poised on oversize
feet,

he grins amiably beneath sunglasses and a battered straw

Robert

is,

exhibition

hat.

of course. Robert Loder, from whose collection this

was almost

entirely drawn.

The

portrait is inexact, but

is.

it

He

indicates Loder's receptivity and engagement.

perhaps, most familiar as the co-founder of the

Triangle Workshops. These, as

progeny

in

workshops

countries, including

in

is

well known, had

various southeiii African

Zimbabwe's Pachipamwe. Like
new work

Triangle, they have sought to stimulate

through the confrontation of diverse
practices. Recently the

artists

and

In this

Loder enterprise has

admirably selected exhibition confrontation revealed

a dialectic

between modernity and

expanded to form the Bag Factory in Johainiesburg
and Gasworks Studios in London. His private

the catalogue

collection reflects his multifarious energies and

accords the 'traditional' a

Miterests.

A

few years ago

vast industrial space of the

Gallery

in

African"

art

tradition.

itself as

In his introduction to

Loder properly dismisses any notion of an

essentialist

as a repository of cultural authenticity: nevertheless he

much

greater import than

it

carries in

his paintings filled the

western Europe today. The gulf between Marlcne Dumas" ink-

now defunct

drawings (which look remarkably

Atlantis

London. Image and Form took place

the Brunei Gallery at the School of Oriental

in

and

African Studies. In this more modest space

it

was

confined to prints and sculpture.

Onobrakpeya's

intricate prints

illustrates the aesthetic poles

artist,

who

in

monotypes) and Bruce

of the exhibition. Dumas, born 20

years after Onobrakpeya, lives

immersed

like

with their lace-like textured surfaces

northern Europe and is deeply
Onobrakpeya is a senior Nigerian

in

feminist discourse.

has devoted himself to deseloping a

s\ nthesis

between

innovatory print techniques and traditional imagery.

No

less evident was the dialectic between Segun Faleye"s carvings
drum, a painted Epa mask) and Da\ id Koloane's drawings which
together emphasised the many senses of 'commuiiitN ", the one

concerned with Nigerian

rituals, the

other with urban deprivation

(a

in

South Africa. Or there were John Muafangejo's showy black and
white linocuts, made at the Lutheran church's art centre at Rorke"s
(top)

David Koloane, Untitled drawing, 1993, 70 x 100cm,
on paper

pencil

Dnit, to be set against Deborah Bell's
subject matter

i)\'

,4

Rake's

Rrofires.s.

The

Miiafangeio's prints ranges from industrial action

bv miners to the fabric and congregation of his church. The\ are

(above) Reinata Sadhlmba, Robert, 1995,

h.

68cm,

unei|ui\ocally located

may change

baked clay

iii

.i

specific place ami ciilluie. albeit

rapidly and lundamentally.

Bell,

one

that

on the other hand,

despite taking a subject identified with eighteenth-century London,

Marlene Dumas, Magdelena
125 X 71cm, Ink on paper

(rigtit)
1

6

III,

1996,

turns her

Rake

universal.

inlo a

woman

ami lemlcrs the theme placeless and

(below)

(right)

Segun

Faleye,

wood and

carved

Ogboni Drum, 1991, 122

x

46cm,

skin

John Muafangejo, Our Church

at Rorke's Drift,

1968, 84 X 48cm, linocut

(below right) Deborah
(1

of a series of

8),

Bell,

A Rake's Progress

1996, etching

photo credits: Peter White and Christopher Moore

Her

lactic

is.

'modern', a

like

Dumas' drawings, more post-modem than

shift that

by John Picton

in his

collector of African

can only exacerbate the problems, enumerated

art.

The very existence of African

questioned, particularly insofar as

it

art

-^^

^-

catalogue essay, faced by the contemporary

^- S'

has been

'
1-^
M
a|^t^fB3f>*^^;
--

|,„|i

^^mk

•

•'

embraces modernity, since

Western preference has been for an indigenous

art that is visibly

primitive' (a Western invention with a thoroughly discreditable
history).

The catalogue for Image and Form* is a detailed and valuable
production. By bringing together some previously published but
inaccessible essays with others that were specially commissioned the
editor has made available a considerable amount of infomiation that
underlines the diversity of current practice and working conditions in
today's .southern Africa. Diversity

is

exemplified by the distance

between Dumas' renderings of women's bodies, always the same yet
infmitely differentiated through the unpredictability of the ink

medium, and

the relentless materiality of clay, with

Mabasa explores

which Noria

the inescapable predicament of twins.

are the groups into

which

artists

Then

the Polly Street Art .Centre in

there

gather for learning, stimulus and

survival: not only workshops, but long-term support

schemes such

in

as

Botswana. There

is

exhibition, of reciprocity
in

which

the "centre'

is

Johannesburg and the Kuru Art project

a sense in both the publication and the

between centre and periphery, a condition

a fluid category which corresponds to the

multifarious interests and activities of the collector and art
entrepreneur.

*John Picton

ed..

Image and Fonn. School of Oriental and African
London. 1997.

Studies, University of

Image and Form

will be

shown

at

Edinburgh College of Art as part

of the 'Scotland Africa' season, 10-30 August 1997.

f'

if/.

rciM-fi

Or

iat/'ical
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Julia

May. 27

In early

Malunga (Zambia),

artists

from 12 countries as
Equatorial Guinea.

Street Beggar,

Liiituraliy diverse as Cliina.

1997, acrylic on canvas

Finland and Namibia spent two weeks immersed
In

art-making

at

Mbile Workshop

the

in

Zambia.

workshop niovemenl
70s by Robert Loder and Anthony

Pari of the inlernalional

toinided in the

Caro which has proved

ground

to be inspirational

many southern African ai^tists, this
Mbile Workshop successfully created an

4th

tor so

in which usually isolated artists
worked and experimented together.

environment
li\ed.

Fourteen days and nights of intense

activity,

of

sharing techniques, media, ideas, experiences,

problems, jokes and music, produced an eclectic

mix of work. Notes received from Hilkka Ikonen

Embassy

of the Finnish

in

Zambia (one of

the

main sponsors) indicate that one of the highlights
o\ the workshop was a night performance piece
by Finnish painter. Ahti Isomaki:
on the beach where the

artist sat

A

fire

was

some time he proceeded

bis paintings. After

lit

contemplating
to

burn his paintings along with his painter's jacket

A woman

and cap.

symbolising Africa entered

him with

the scene, presented
to

Brief notes

by Barbara Murray

drummed. When
hand

Mbile International

Workshop,
Siavonga, Zambia,1997
Artists'

of Ahti Isomaki's performance, 1997

drum and began

the fire died

down

they

left

hand. This description of Isomaki's

in

performance generates thought, but. for me at
least, the dominant response is: Haven't we been
here before

several times

...

over the centuries

...

...

in several guises

none of which were

particularly auspicious for Africa?

Isn't

about time that she/Africa stopped being

It

so generously entertaining, seductive and

submissive, took up the paints and brushes, faced
the canvas

Some moments

a

dance around the flaming canvases as he

A

and got on with some work?

comment, which has relevance for artists in
countries besides Zambia, was made by

many

foreign artist

at

(ilnioiis thai the

Kenneth Chulu (Zambia), 1997

lack the hasic

Zamhian

basics

a

it is

artists in particidcir

traiiiiiif; in art. in

would compliment
pinnting

workshop: "Great hut

the

ihawinf;. which

their obvious i;reat talent in

and sculptinii. One must

lirst to briiii;

learn the

out the talent there

is.

in

full:'

Facilities

of

art

than

and opportunities for the development
Zambia, moreso

are severely limited in
in

many

other southern African countries,

and the sponsors and organisers of Mbile are lo
be applauded for their support and energy. The

Mbile Workshops are undoubtedly having a
Perhaps

beneficial impact on the visual arts.

this

coupling of Africa and Europe on a dark beach
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Zambia
Africa.

will

produce a new generation,

for

in

(top) Milton

Zihumwe,

Home Alone,

1

997,

57 X 45cm,
oil

on canvas

Christine Sylvester, visiting lecturer
from the University of Australia and
a specialist in gender studies, writes
her impressions of the exhibition of

work by various Zimbabwean

images
She

is

...

is

it

women

of

shy, curious but suspicious?

featured face and stocky body

is

artists

this

Only

woman

part of her

in

A Woman's

Place:

Zimbabwean

society

rouge, a perfect circle, and her red-coned breast. She looks,

heavy

willing to expose to our

to look, silly and. simultaneously, crucified, her long

scrutiny.

out. a leg kneeling,

rural

...

is

She is not inviting us closer or offering hospitality in her
home. Wrapped in a modest flamboyance of colour, her mien

private

and guarded. Her place

is

Home Alone.

it

depicts

Flanking Mrs
place

it

in

viewing

in

the left

is

Tracy Zengeni"s pair of

Conversation at a Street Comer.

in profile, stiffly so; their

faces

made

to look like

unset caramel fudge. Grotesquely muddy, those faces warn us off;

could be somone other than a

woman. The moment of uncertainty
maybe suspicious.

Good Behavior on

mixed media Moslem women
Their bodies are

ordinary and the figure called to our attention as a

is

could be anyone: indeed

awkwardly, brokenly. We Were Once Warriors

then'?

This small

Zihumwe is. to my eye. one of the more
compelling portraits of 'a woman" in the show at Mutupo. The
painting by Milton

woman

and

made

is

arms stretched

"her" turns us shy,

they are not curious about us. confrontational, suspicious or shy.

They

curious,

are simply with themselves in a place of mutual

words and

bilateral intelligence.

The layout of the exhibition, A Woman's Place, at Mutupo: The
Totem Gallery, encourages contradictions even when, as is often

the

modest eye at all who enter the
first room is Locardia Ndandarika's Nltoitfiora Mutsipa (Shona for
"a most beautiful girl with a long neck and good behaviour'). Her

case, the artwork does not. Casting a

superlative beauty

lies,

apparently, ni her passivity, her malleability

Slim shouldered, prominent of pleasant face, she

set in stone.

framed by an ordered halo of

hair,

face expressionless but balanced.
the gallery

Behind her

harm

hat.

She

"woman"
is

one who enters

however, Nicole Gutsa confronts us with a

gouged

bad behavior from her one functioning

out).

She shows us her kwepi-doll-red

oil

in the

room

us with a medium-sized scrap metal

obviously, not finding. She

is

Kangware presents
"woman" Searching and

too. Peter

eccentric: chains of

little

pulleys are

her hair, arms wiry, gaunt, a possibly tattered skirt (the usual

costume of "woman"). All this is constructed around an oversized
purse slung around her neck to the front. It is full of "things"
through which the strained downcast head and eyes

sort.

only imagine the nature of the search, the reason(s) for

our necks

as doll, of uncertain race, wearing a pirate"s

stares out in very

eye (the other

eyes cast somewhat downward,
"She' will cause no

(or great excitement).

to the right,

large skeletal

is

There are found objects

to

look

The eye looks

in too.

She

is

for a bit of relief

it.

fat

can

and crane

too busy to notice our complicity

and thinks

it

finds

it

in

Colleen

Madamombe's Widow, a charmingly lively though lonely
woman. 'She" is not large but has been given a powerful
springstone bulk framing a

We

older

serpentine face and neck. She leans
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loward the viewer, not for support, not beseechingly, but not without
.some pain as well

...

Not loo busy working

curiosity and no shyness.

full

around them, the

that right hip hurts.

sisters look

Hilariously contrasted to this sculpture

Behind her hang two paintings of

Women

Harry Mutasa's

Moslems,

—

but gossip

But

I.

meant

is it

pregnancy or his

first

No

Gossipiiif;.

pull a face at

I

conversation a

Zengeni's

la

the outsider's view of sociable 'women'.

His accompanying painting
Wife

startling contrast.

is

My

also predictably titled.

of several wives pregnant?

perhaps suspicious. Here a man's blocky head

Pregnuni

one wife

to be the first study of his

is

We

are curious,

fauved

in greens.

brown and yellow. The mostly yellow 'wife' turns
her head down like some African madonna. Her features blur into
cheeks and her jaune hair marks the second halo of the show. She
cradles her belly with over-large hands and oddly spliced fingers curl
reds, shades of

around a

quilt

of a dress. The scene

is

Lazarus Takawira's

My

has her stone back to

all

is

who

Beautiful Wife, a singular unbeauty

room and who, as well, scorns the sisters. This
with ambiguous sex is vain, fully self-centred and meanly

'wife'

entrants to the

judgemental. 'She' prefers the outside framed by the room's

windows

in

to notice those

ahead, eager for interaction.

women' surrounding

to the 'mere

Woman Pumping Water works

—

frame

...

or so she

is

away, her manual labour sustaining

and the vanity of the

the 'sisters' openness to the world
yet her small

her

Meanwhile, Semina Mpofu's scrap metal

chiselled and placed.

overpowered by

is

cumbersome pump

the technologically

— she

using.

is

And
pump

'wife'.

and heavy

the elaborate

her

It is

complicafion.

domestic, supportive, an

unborn child already loved and given place. Mutasa's scrappy

There are mothers here

room. Heavenly Motlu-rs

in

Unwanted Piei;ncincy then turns the theme around. This small
"woman' holds her head vice-like between her own solitary hands.

screen print hy Chiko Chazunguza. Their physical ma'ernity

is

Indifferent to her posture, she

locked

is

mental torment.

in

in this third

unmistakeable: three sexed bodies, each with a black baby head
large milk-bottle breast.

animated skeletons

By another contrast, still in the first room of the exhibition. Bulelwa
a glimpse of
Madekuronzwa gives us What Was Women's Work
dignity, repose, untortured concentration. In profile, she' is making

—

Mexican Day of

all.

the

like a

Dead

at a

talk through the nursing,

moment of lively

death-life in a

celebration. Their indefatigability defies

woman and

the death of maternal

women. These

The 'women'

also defies attempts to variegate

are cheerfully interchangeable mothers.

a piece of pottery, whether in a factory setting or as an individual
artist is

ambiguous. As many of the faces around, hers

down; but she

not

is

hands and neck

pull

forehead. She too

is

No

turned

yellow garbed, an unexpected off-set of

against an absorbed manner.

What

'was' in the

title is

and both moments impress. This painting

in oil,

is

unhappy or submissive. Her muscled worker
with energy. Her hair falls forgotten across her

now

frills

before us

already bought.

is

wonder.

Overshadowing everyone in this room, including an acrobat in bright
red costume and a woman painted with head cut off above the lips,

room of men dolls
Ann Simone Hutton), is
Stephen Garan'anga's painting of a large woman-

glancing over her shoulder

at us.

Misery. 'She'
like

human

is

fatigue spot, head over

feet bare, 'she' sits

on

going on holiday, nor

in a

arms over

a barrel rather than a
is

Her

a red travel bag.

proper chair. She

is

not

she of a mind to nurture.

more here but more again in the second room with titles like
to Move, Village Women and Chief's Beer. The
latter two are by Mr Searching, posters on canvas. Kangware's
sense of these 'women' is rural, working, not evidently maternal.

Backing away from misery and out into the first room again, there
Ronnie Dongo's African Princess daring anyone to displease her.

Women

may

There

is

Awakenings, Time

Women pound,
his

— no one's

as sturdy, physically formidable people

few observers' idea of developmental progress
overseen by a bare-chested

either.

man

arms except hold them akimbo. Everyone

with

is

The

Village
to

little

fools but

do with

boldly outlined,

She

be a princess, but she

not in any

way shy

is

off-puttingly vain, not well-beha\ed.

or suspicious

am

awakened by Chiko Chazunguza's screen printed
Awakenings, but am drawn to another canvas by Bulelwa
Madekuronzwa. Time to Move shows women and children in transit,
possibly moving permanently through a blur and haze at a typical

She works

curious.

at

(Garan'anga) or the Bathing Time (Alex Lees) of mothers to

She

waits, but not in the resigned languidness of Fasoni
is little

.searching in her eyes.

not especially

transport centre. Their bodies tluidly blend with the background,

unoutlined, unfixed.

on

— or even

something other than the chief's beer, other than Picking Garbage

Sibanda's Long Waiting. There
I

is

springstone and serpentine resistance and grandness. She

is all

children.

vividly coloured.

They might be

rurally placed, but

become

their heads, children at their legs, they

less

now, packs

easy to freeze-

nonetheless

in a

common enough

A Woman's Place is an oxymoron.
where
'she'

'she' is

imagined

occupies

in this

to dwell.

something called a

There

is

'she'

—

many

office buildings, political events, in the

sex trade, in the classroom, on the television.

commitment

So many shapes

in

other words, self-imposed limitations on these artistic renderings,

Fetching Water and Weeding. Like his
for standing free of a scene, these rural

women

we?

are unflinchingly

embodied, productive, not resigned so much as simply and

totally

occupied. Amidst their straining physiques stands Nicholas

Our

"she'

is

the contemplative

athleticism of her compatriots.
least in her

middle

dreams, yet there

is

that affiances her to the

to the

women

There

is

in a

moment behind

Her long neck

is

unspoiled by

pregnant ones of the
lives

Is

woman

We

all

toil, at

first

at

room and

through their bodies.

Sisters.

room. Straight ahead

a

is

woman when we

not an abstraction, a story, a fable, a

'she" never a quick splotch of colour, a line,

woman depends on where one

two

also cliched

see one.

little

lines?

Do

cloth?

Is

What one

looks and what one

expects of a category of identity, what one insists on making
concrete.

Doreen Sibanda

is

to be

that all too frequently

women

Bui one

complinienlcd for her daring show

showcases men and

coiiiiiuics the search

is

Agnes Nyanhongo's

These rock-steady twinned heads look up

at all

comers with

...

their

in a city

images of 'placed'

(or those 'things'

undepicled here, those allusions not chosen, as well as those that ring
the bells of recognition: for

yet another

know

the work-derived

the hint of the ubiquitous swell

and children moving

and unadventurous.

portrays as

Her liody. It is
room of labour. This

Life in

masterfully placed, allowed to be wistful

are

to figuration, often to

such that 'woman', although often well-presented,

of

in their

anatomical correctness, as marks and places of 'woman'. There are,

place of impermanence.

again, in metal. Again his second

Mukombcranwa's stone carving

or place

places are not imagined for

room 'women' move.
paintings, but more effective

Kwangare

woman

no one

At the same time, most places

exhibition are predictable, even

contradictory evocations. So

foreclosed by the strong

frame, less susceptible to oversight, less secure too; they are
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caught

devoid of expression on their faces (both by

all

those things that

may

lie at

the

bottom of 'woman's' carry bag, out of vision, not easily figured,
strange, elusive, curious and suspicious.

(top

left)

oil

(above) Harry Mutasa,
oil

We Were Once Warriors,
on cloth

Nicole Gutsa,

1997, 208 X 119cm,

My

Pregnant Wife

/,

1997,

on canvas

(left)

1997,

Bulelwa Madekuronzwa, Time to Move,
oil

on canvas
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and

Art historian

lecturer at the

Harare Polytechnic, Frances
Marks, takes a thoughtful look
at the interpretation of landscape
in the work of two New Zealand
artists recently on show
at Gallery Delta

M^i
I

lclu^^

iR
ill

The Colour

tie

miiud

Memory

of

works by Helen Kedgley

and Suzy Pennington
Images which recreate views of personally or

Helen Kedgley, The Colour of Memory,
1997, acrylic

uiii\ersully important

landscapes need not always revolve around the conventional combination of

and collage on canvas

horizon, fore and middle ground,

shown

clearly

in the

May

all

from

a striking perspective. This

exhibition of recent

is

work by Helen Kedgley and

Suzy Pennington.

— The Colour of Memory

Instead. Tracks in Africa

May

(Gallery Delta,

1997) details two highly individual responses to the land: the emotional

on man and woman, and the impact of time,

effects of particular landscapes

myth and humankind upon

to reveal the spiritual life, past

new

Uniting both approaches

the earth.

is

the attempt

and present, buried beneath surfaces.

Zimbabwe nor

resident here for three years and

to Gallery Delta. Helen Kedgley was
Suzy Pennington has travelled extensively

through Zimbabwe. As the

part of the exhibition title suggests, an

Neither

artist is

to

llrst

underlying theme of part of their work
experiences and recollections of the

much more

the images displayed are

is

to reveal the impact of their separate

Zimbabwean landscape and

culture. Yet

than visual correspondances to memories

of a particular country. With the exception of Pennington's African Journey

Tripmli.

—

Suzy Pennington, Paths of the Ancestors
Limestone Land, 1996, collage, stitched cotton
and procion dye on canvas

whole

and the

lay a

artists'

this exhibition

second and more powerful emphasis on an

immediate surroundings

— New Zealand.

As

a

extends the themes of the strength of feminine emotion

bond with the landscape which were first explored in a show
which opened in New Zealand last year and has just
two-moiuh run in New Delhi. India.

spiritual

entitled Sacred Sites

finished a

m^-^^"^

works

the

all

awareness of the

To consider
exhibition

all

at

the

works

that

Helen Kedgley

.selected for her half

Gallery Delta as examples of landscape painting

somewhat unusual,

if

not irrational.

The connection between

painted heart and the living forms of the natural world
apparent.

Nor

is

it

the case that

images of domestic

classified as landscape paintings.

physically and emotionally

olher

more

—

is

title

a brightly

not iiiimcdialelv

interiors

be iiormalK

However Kedgley's sense of

place

—

so central to her compositions as to render

'appropriate' descriptive terms

Afriiiin Slill Life, as the

is

of this

may seem

more than inadequate.

suggests, appears lo be an expressive

juxtaposition of African objects and contrasting viewpoints from within

Kedgley's

own

afternoon sun.

house,
I'his is

in a palette that recalls the

warmth of an Atrican
first comes into play.

where the landscape element

Colours and content arc

first

and foremost about place. Their choice has been

determined by Kedgley's desire to express

that,

though she has returned

to

New

Zealand.

Zimbabwe

still

surrounds her

about which she says: "/ do not

to painting,

what the world looks

mentally and emotionally.

wiinl to paiiU

This has not ruled out her awareness of her

oj intense

current sunoundings.

takes precedence over the world outside."

what
anything,

If

has

it

emotion when the world inside

New

Zealand landscape.

under the

text,

fused over and

work

of

New Zealand

current concern to the

populace. Photocopied
pieces of text are

New

key to
future.

It

is

the

Zealand's social and cultural

deals with the Maori's ancient

rights to the use

feel,

1

make an abstract
much as to the

when

and intense

many

thinking about the

canvas or paper, the

In substituting tlax for

relationship between the composition and

its

The Maori people use

flax to

weave

fine

Each

cloth for sacred ceremonial garments.
fibre

respected and

when

certain rituals

must be observed.

is

woven

the cloth

being

is

comparison

Helen Kedgley, whose

to

or less private, expressive of

and

its

Suzy Pennington's work has

universal accent. That

we

how

a

in

more

for the first time, that others

Pennington's approach. She

overpainted.

The idea

is

power

charting the lives,

both Protected

it.

makes upon them. The

Kedgley superimposes her thoughts and

less

memories

upon the woven

complex nor

no

the Jinirney

Helen

Kedgley's. If anything, the personal content
is

more deeply concealed

in

is

most obviously

reflected in the geometric bands
the patterns incised into pottery

Pennington's

metalwork or carved

into

which

recall

sections formed by these bands are small

individual hearts which

glow out from

surrounding bluey tones.

An

the

obvious

symbol of love and deeply-rooted emotions,
the heart

is

a painter.

scribbled,

wood. Within the

and has been a dominant motif

in

flax.

mount and
the

as

Her images are built from
dyed and painted canvas or woven

larger scale,

it

has been used as a

pagan beliefs about the keepers of

make

to

in

moving our

lives

forwards.

That these

last

four images are
flax, itself a

worked on

sacred material,

Pennington's approach to her work.

that currently

surround

have been aptly described as "visual poems"
by the

artist

Helen Kedgley and Suzy Pennington share a

Patrick Heron.

cultural heritage, a studio and. as seen at

And. standing

in front

Gallery Delta, particular formal elements

of Paths of the

— Limestone Land

me, the

of the ocean.

shell to

your ear and listening

A

is,

to

to the 'sounds'

broad white streak runs

they possess a quiet intensity, lending the

across the top of the canvas and shoots

composition the

down,
the

like a fissure, to the base.

bottom of

this

downward

Towards

pointing sliver

are other smaller streaks. Visualised by the

and larger vigorous hearts
which burst out of their sections quite clearly

landscape over time, these smaller marks

artist as a

such as

texts, crosses, hearts, but theirs is

cross-sectional view of a

not

unites these

What fundamentally
two women, as individuals and

as artists,

their

a collaborative effort.

is

concern with the

interaction of people

The Colour of Memory, on the other hand,
shouts and pulsates with life. These brilliant

Helen Kedgley's emotional approach

overlain with

itself, is

meanings

these hearts are far from vulnerable.

reflect

Guide for

in

towards the

stitched onto the surface, her finished pieces

visual land-based equivalent of holding a sea

fiery colours

mount

'path'

consolidates the mystical and metaphysical

power of women as emotional beings. Even
in this example, on such a reduced scale,

of a religious icon.

the

extended

individual threads, deliberately frayed scraps

Ancestors

air

is

of fabric and photocopied cut-outs which are

vehicle for expressing the strength and

Instead

sacred sites and along

where the

mats of woven

Subsequently embroidered, with

Kedgley's work. Previously employed on a

much

to the

crossroads and of the choices and decisions

Suzy Pennington does not describe herself

and

Paths

a cross. These crosses are symbols, both of

we have
The African element

at

sacred routes. This

the

works.

surface.

an

about the inner lives of the earth and the

is

less individual than

in

is

She reappears

personifications of multi-cultural beliefs

energies present

more immediate but

symbolism underpinning each piece

Land and Crossroads

Sacred Minmtain. All three are

visual rapport

exhibition (Flax 96. in Lithuania). Helen

is

At the centre of

classical goddess.

about the 'mountain peak'

New

another feature

is

within

landscape forms

local position

to secure our fate

that these pieces develop.

between her compositions and existing

response to an invitation to

more human forces

landscape and w

participate in an international textile

and her

that there are

ancient and contemporary, that reside

Zealand surroundings and the impact she

feelings about herself, her African

Minmtain and Guide for the Journey include
fragments of photocopied text and numerals
which have been fixed down and

that dwell within the landscape with the

personal experiences of her

is

Paths to the Sacred

concerned with the enduring qualities of the
ith

us.

a key

Pennington's compositions also reflect her

in

by

less heavily disguised.

have stood exactly where we stand today,

element

it

incorporation of written and oral histories

are not seeing the

is

in

on

own

format

means of formally

a

she

effects

be walked over nor stood upon.

this

—

works exhibited here, the

In other

image of a

who developed

ancient languages

landscape and meanings invested

is

These coarser mats for exainple can neither

Inspired by Suzy Pennington

in

acknowledging the ancient soul of the

facing similar critical choices,

geographical origins becomes even stronger

Herein. Pennington's

typographical interest

three dimensions

work about us

exactly as the Maori have done for centuries.

in

vocabulary derived from

classical scripts.

landscapes,

is

it

while painting.

her,

have been woven into coarse mats,

flax

fact a personal

as historical as

is

such as Sanskrit, has been translated into

feels about the landscape

is

but the "view'

actual and recollected, that she occupies

more
Shadows,

to the

so suggestive of ripples in the sand, are

a painterly expression of

In

taken from the land. Strips of local

Ocean

would appear as

painterly response to her environment

literally

the proximity of the Pacific

contemporary. The closely aligned stitches,

supports.

in this

compositions are often

Dreaming from Afar evokes

emotions. Thus The Colour of Memory

of New Zealand, which Kedgley strongly

One of three such examples shown

distant.

artist

and ownership of the islands

exhibition. Transcending the

Zealand, the cultures she

memories of tranquil seas and deserted
beaches. The aquamarine tone does reflect

happiness that Helen Kedgley experiences

excerpts from the

in fact

New

is

appeal to the senses, as

the feelings of love, pleasure

in reverse, these

Treaty of Waitangi. a document which

image rather than a worked-up preparatory
instinctive and,

signify and incorporate Kedgley's keen
interest in the political issues that are

more

a clearly defined mental

study, her choices of colour are primarily

These areas of collage

paint.

Working from

younger landscape.

but then far

reflects within her

Parts of the composition have been covered

with torn fragments of

same

Although the locus of Suzy Pennington's

heightened her sensitivity to the
significances of the

man on

perhaps symbolise the remains of
the

— espeeiollx the moments

feels like

it

hut

like

in

Africa

artist

—

and the land.

the Colour of

Memory

describes the emotional

landscape;

it is

an exhibition

about personal expression as

life

In

of the

that is as
it

is

Tracks

each

much

about

hidden content and private meaning.

buried with land recall natural rock
formations. At the

same time they inay

also

23

(below) Helen Kedgley, Transcending the Shadows, 1997,
acrylic and collage on flax
(bottom) Helen Kedgley, African Still Life, 1997,
acrylic and collage on paper

;*i*~'^

ir

Suzy Pennington, Guide for the Journey, 1997,
and procion dye on flax
(middle right) Suzy Pennington, Paths to the Sacred
Mountain, 1997, acrylic, collage and procion dye on flax
(bottom right) Suzy Pennington, Dreaming from Afar, 1997,
collage, stitched fabric, procion dye on canvas
(top right)

acrylic, collage
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Busani Bafana writes about a recent exhibition

Bulawayo

in

Searching

Still

:

works by Sithabile MIotshwa
To be heard through one's

art.

young, female

is

artist.

This

short yet bright career as an

one has

how

This

artist.

done using her

to shout, especially as a

Sithabile

MIotshwa

first

talks about her

solo exhibition

at

fingers.

and

the

I

fingers.

"/ think

it

better to

is

a belter method

try to find

I

mx

mix colours with

enjoy playing around with the paint.

I

experiment with

it

can use for painting."

National Gallery in Bulawayo displays 30 works by one of the
region's

newly found

art

gems. To the discerning eye, MIotshwa

has more work to do before the

reaching adolescence, she has
"7 decided

on the

literally doing.

I

title 'Still

world says 'Yes'

art

Searching because that
'

am yet to develop

MIotshwa. "/

my

out

with well defined hips.

is

what

am

I

am

still

experiences which

trying to find a
I

have tried

name

ethnically dressed

background

to bring

the

form of a

'typical African'

call

me a

woman
am veiy

sexist hut I

is

woman

with a

'African' figure. In the

full

another 'typical African'

woman

with distinctive

earings. Other cultural artefacts such as clay pots

paintings"

in the different

is

"Some people

much touched by what women go through, what it means to be a
woman. I realise women work so hard and yet get so little in
return." Reflecting on her work, MIotshwa admits strong attachment
to individual pieces especially Wamuhle Umuntu, a depiction of an

the right style that can be

identified with me." says

blends with

Central to her expression

still

like a child

to establish her identity.

still

and

this title

—

community symbol

— waist beads and

—

a strong

leg beads are also incorpo-

was a flat painting of squares and cubes ... It
because I did it in Sweden with the aim of
portraying what Africa was to me. I guess I was really homesick"

MIotshwa (22), a Mzilikazi Art Centre graduate, explores African
community life in her work, with emphasis on the female figure.
Her paintings blend in a rhythm of movement the dancing joyful
women, the long faces of villagers, the social setting, gossiping
market traders and beer drinkers. A major break came last October
when MIotshwa was one of three guest artists invited to attend a
month-long cultural exchange programme in Sweden. The theme of
the programme was 'Building Bridges' specifically between Beira,
Bulawayo and Gothenburg, all second cities in their respective
countries. During the programme, MIotshwa participated in two
exhibitions as well as hosting a workshop on painting, textiles and

rated.

was

"Originally this

different from the rest

MIotshwa has learned from experience that achievement costs many
ruined paintings and moments of outright despair. She has experimented with collage, batik, tissue paper, fabric dyes and many other
media resulting in a wide range of work. But being the eighth child
in a family of nine, Sithabile MIotshwa believes in perseverance and
accepting mistakes, and, with maturity, her nascent ability and focus

may

develop.

batik printing. In a quest for originality, Mlotshwa's paintings are

forthcoming events and exhibitions
Luis

Meque

will

have a solo exhibition

early July at Gallery Delta.

place of this young

artist is

now

established in the contemporary

Zimbabwe and

this will

this will

firmly
art

his latest

to

work.

be a show of works by

Zimbabwe's Prominent Artists including
amongst others Berry Bickle.Tapfuma
Gutsa, Babette Fitzgerald, Rashid
Jogee, l-lelen Lieros, Simon Bacl<,

Gerry Dixon and Ishimael Wilfred.
For one week only,

in

August, Gallery Delta

will host an extraordinary live

—

a

sound

/art installation

of

which explores the sound worlds

installation

performance

Tonga

a piece. This has been distributed

to artists to use as direct inspiration for a

world of electro-acoustic music. The
aim of the composition is to increase
awareness of Tonga music and culture and

painting or sculpture to be exhibited as the

to

Tonga music."

in

music

is

played duing the evening

at

NGB.

Mutupo: The Totem Gallery will hold an
exhibition of paintings by young and

demonstrate the distinct creativity

inherent

women artists Bulelwa
Madekuronzwa and Tendai Gumbo

talented

accompanying an
extensive exhibition of Batonga Art and
Artefacts entitled Across the Waters
This musical experience

is

during July; August will see a group
exhibition around the theme "Heroes"

work by Harry Mutasa, Joseph

curated by Grazyna Zaucha of the

Choma

including

Museum

on display

l\/luzondo and Nicholas

at the

and

in

Zambia which

will be

National Gallery in Bulawayo

in the

Harare Gardens

concurrent with the ZIBF.

in

in

July

August

lUlukomberanwa; and in September
show by Chiko

there

will be a solo

Chazunguza

Both the

Music. Tonga musicians and Austrian
composers who have been working with
Keith Goddard of the Kunzwana Trust will
present an evening of "new music" within an
installation created by two Austrian artists.
The patterns and rhythms of Tonga music,
which is created with antelope horns, drums,
singing and hand rattles, have been

exhibition and the music will be travelling

incorporated with contemporary music.

August and,

"The strangely contemporary feel of Tonga
music has aroused the curiosity of creative
artists in Europe and America and has led to

Art Exilibition.

the design of a computer-generated

Bulawayo musician and conductor, has

sound

composed

of ancient Tonga musical expression and the
digital

scene of

be an opportunity

view a large selection of

Following

in

The leading

throughout southern Africa, including places

The National Gallery

Zambezi Valley, and on
Netherlands and Austria.

closed forjudging of the Heritage during

in the

to the

Bulawayo will host
an exhibition of Rocit Art from Zambia and
a solo show of work by Danisile Ncube in

NGB
and

will

art for

in

in

September, the Scandia

On

Wire

26 September the

be hosting an evening of music

which Derek Hudson,

Harare will be

July and opens on 6 August with the

Longmans'

The National Gallery

in

the

Women Visual Artists'

Exhibition;

by Charles

1

9 August sees a show of work

Kamangwana.

the gallery will host a

In

Staff, an exhibition of sculpture
artist.

September

group show by

NGZ

by a French

Bernard Pages, wall-hangings by

Johannesburg Street Kids

and, yet to

be confirmed, a retrospective of work by

Tapfuma Gutsa.
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